Results of the First Examination in Arts 2014 held in May 2019 are given below. These results have been released subject to confirmation by the Senate.

**Pass**

AQ46387 KE/A/2006/09764
Daluwatte, Daluwatte Bandaralage Nimalsiri

AQ45756 KE/A/2006/08552
Wimalarathe, Hewadewage Ishanka Gangani

**Re-referred**

AQ40737 KE/A/2006/01419
Damayanthi, Solanga Arachchige Inoka

AQ42213 KE/A/2006/03495
Subasinghe, Subasinghe Mudiyanselage Subashini Kumari

AQ48146 KE/A/2006/12730
Kumara, Balasuriya Mudiyanselage Indika Prasad

AQ49252 KE/A/2006/14911
Ranasinghe, Weerakkody Mohottige Dorima Sewwandi
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Re-referred

AQ32748 KE/A/2005/5500
Imbulegama, Imbule Gamalalage Anoma Damayanthi Nirmala

Senior Assistant Registrar
Centre for Distance and Continuing Education
University of Kelaniya
22/07/2020
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